Abstract-Per-packet consistency (PPC) is preserved, if during an update to a Software Defined Network (SDN), every packet either matches the new rules added or the old rules to be deleted, but not a combination of both. We propose a general update algorithm called PPCU that preserves PPC, is concurrent and provides an all-or-nothing semantics for an update, irrespective of the execution speeds of switches and links, while confining changes to only the affected switches and affected rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every Rules Update (RU) in a Software Define Network consists of a set of updates in a subset S of the switches B in a network. Every update in switch s ∈ S consists of R 1 , the rules to be inserted and R 0 , the rules to be deleted, one of which may be null. Every switch s ∈ S, is called an affected switch and the rest of the switches (B − S) are unaffected switches. The set of rules that is neither inserted nor deleted is an unaffected set of rules and is denoted by R u .
In order to prevent packets from being dropped, misdirected or looped, to have packets traverse the same set of waypoints in the same order, and for packets to consistently apply a new set of policies during an RU, every RU must be per-packet consistent [1] (PPC): every packet p in the network must use either rule r 0 ∈ R 0 in every affected switch s ∈ S or rule r 1 ∈ R 1 in every affected switch s, and never a combination of both, during an RU. The number of packets that get subjected to any of the inconsistencies can be quite large because the time to update a few rules at a switch (in ms), is far greater than the time to switch a packet out of a switch (in ns). Existing solutions, variously, require changes to the unaffected switches and rules, knowledge of the affected paths, do not support wild carded rules, limit the number of concurrent updates, require synchronous time-stamping or provide only non-waitfree semantics. Besides, while individual SDN applications may manage PPC in specific ways, we provide a general RU algorithm that preserves PPC for all applications.
Our contributions in this paper are: We specify an update algorithm (PPCU) that: a) requires modifications to only the affected switches S and affected rules, while preserving PPC and maintaining line rate b) allows practically unlimited concurrent non-conflicting updates c) allows all update scenarios: this includes RUs that involve only deletion or only insertion of rules or a combination of both and RUs that involve forwarding rules that match more than one flow (wild carded rules) d) expects the switches to be synchronized to a global clock 
II. ALGORITHM FOR CONCURRENT CONSISTENT UPDATES
Data plane changes at the ingress and egress switches: Each packet p entering the network has a time stamp field T S and two one bit fields f p1 and f p2 added to it and removed from it programmatically, at the ingress and the egress, respectively. All ingresses set T S to the current time at the switch and f p1 and f p2 to 0 for all the packets entering it from outside the network. We assume that switches support data plane programmability and follows the model described for P4 [2] , though the algorithm may be generalized.
Algorithm at the control plane (Figure 1 :) The message exchanges are the same as in [3] and [4] ; the parameters in them and actions upon receiving them have been modified to suit PPCU. The error handling required for an all-or-nothing semantics is omitted to improve clarity. T i denotes the current time at s ∈ S. 1) The Controller, upon receiving an Update Request from the application, with S, and R 0 and R 1 for every s ∈ S, sends a "Commit" to every s ∈ S with v, R 0 and R 1 , where v is an identifier associated with the RU. 2) A switch s ∈ S upon receiving the "Commit" message, a) changes the match part of the installed R 0 rules to check if f 2 = 0 and f p2 = 0 b) installs the R 1 rules and c) sets flag = OLD for the R 0 rules and flag = NEW for the R 1 rules. All the above are done atomically. All r ∈ R 1 always check if f 1 = f p1 = 0 in their match-fields (f 1 , f 2 and flag are explained below). Now it sends "Ready to Commit" with T i .
3) The controller, after receiving "Ready To Commit" from all
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Poster Paper s ∈ S sends "Commit OK" to all s ∈ S with T last , where T last is the largest value of time received in "Ready To Commit". 4) Upon receiving "Commit OK", the switch sets T = T last in R 0 and R 1 , atomically, and sends T i in "Ack Commit OK". 5)
The controller sends "Discard Old" to all the switches S with T del , after receiving "Ack Commit OK" from all S, where T del is the largest value of time received in "Ack Commit OK" . 6) Each s ∈ S sends "Discard Old Ack" to the controller and starts a timer whose value is T del + M − T i , where M is the maximum lifetime of a packet within the network and T del the time received in "Discard Old". When the timer expires, as all the packets that were switched using the rules R 0 are no longer in the network, the switch deletes R 0 . It sets flag = U for every R 1 rule and modifies its f 1 , f p1 , f 2 and f p2 to check for * . With this, the RU at the switch is complete. 7) After the controller receives "Discard Old Ack" messages from all S, the RU is complete at the controller. After M units after timer expiry at the last affected switch, the last of packets tagged f p2 = 1 will exit the network. Now the next RU not disjoint with the current one may begin. Algorithm at the data plane: Algorithm 1 specifies the template for a compound action associated with every rule in a match-action table in a switch. Each rule has two metadata fields of 1 bit each, f 1 and f 2 , associated with it, initialised to 0 by default, indicating that the packet is entering that rule in that table in the switch for the first time. Each rule has two registers, T , initialised to T max , where T max is 1 less than the maximum value that T S can have, and flag, which decides if the rule is old (OLD), new (NEW ) or unaffected (U ), initialised to U . Unaffected rules always have f 1 , f 2 , f p1 and f p2 set to * in their match-fields. OLD rules have f 2 = f p2 = 0 and NEW rules have f 1 = f p1 = 0 set in them after receiving "Commit". A new rule is always installed with a priority higher than that of an old rule. A rule may execute any of its own actions ( lines 7, 16 and 27), passing the parameters in params to it.
The total set of packets that R 0 and R 1 are capable of matching may not be identical at every s in an RU. If R 1 is capable of matching more packets, R 1 − R 0 = φ and if R 0 is capable of matching more packets than
Suppose s f , the first affected switch of affected packet p 1 in RU U 1 , receives "Commit". T S < T max of p 1 and let R 1 − R 0 = φ for s f . p 1 will match r 1 in s f , get its f 1 set to 1 and get resubmitted (line 10). Now it will not match r 1 and instead match r 0 , get its f p1 set to 1 (line 15) and get switched by r 0 in subsequent affected switches. After s f receives "Commit OK" and sets its T = T last , when a packet p 2 whose T > T last arrives at s f , it gets switched by the new rule, gets its f p2 set to 1 (line 6) and gets switched by r 1 rules in all the subsequent affected switches. Suppose in RU U 2 , s f has R 1 − R 0 = φ and receives "Commit". Now a packet p 3 entering it with T S < T max gets its f 1 set to 1, and then resubmitted(line 10). The resubmitted packet matches another rule r u and gets its f p1 set to 1 (line 23), making the packet use r 0 rules in subsequent switches. After s f receives "Commit OK", a packet p 4 whose T > T last matches r 1 , gets
